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First, to learn the nature of things

Technique may aid gold diggers
BY TERESA BELCHER

An ingenious sampling technique
developed by scientists at the Research School of Earth Sciences
(RSES) has shed new light on gold
solubility in groundwater, and on
the formation of gold deposits.
Developed by Dr Robert Loucks
and Dr John Mavrogenes and reported in a recent issue of Science ,
the technique has indicated that gold
has a far higher solubility than previously thought.
"By previously available laboratory experimental techniques, it
was not possible to recover a representative sample of fluid with the
same chemical composition as it
had at the pressure and temperature
conditions of the solubility experiment," Dr Loucks said. "So what
we've done is developed a technique for isolating a fluid sample at
the experimental temperature and
pressure before recovering and anal y s i n g t h e s a m p l e at r o o m
temperature."
The new technique involves the

RSES sampling helps determine
origin of precious metal deposits
use of a natural quartz crystal in
isolating fluid samples at extremely
high temperatures and pressures.
Holes are drilled with a laser into
the quartz, which is then sealed
into a gold-metal capsule together
with water and minerals indicative
of the environment of interest, and
the capsule is placed in a furnace at
chosen temperatures and pressures.
As the capsule "cooks" for several w e e k s , the h o l e b e c o m e s
occupied by the surrounding fluid
of water containing dissolved gold
and minerals, and additional quartz
is placed over the holes to seal in
the samples of fluids. Once cooled,
the fluid samples remain intact and
the capsule can be removed and the
s a m p l e s a n a l y s e d by
mass
spectrometry.
"Our technique allows us to

measure the solubility of the minerals at temperatures and pressures
that have not been very accessible
to experimentation in the past," Dr
Loucks said. "And we are quite
excited about this technique because it allows us to investigate a
whole range of geological processes, in addition to the origin of
gold deposits."
Dr Loucks said that in the past
there have been radical discrepanc i e s b e t w e e n wliat v a r i o u s
researchers had published about
gold solubility.
For the past 25 years, it has been
thought by exploration geologists that
chemically reactive rocks, or some
other mechanism besides cooling and
decompression, was required in exploration models looking for
favorable habitat of gold deposits.

"One of the prevailing, longestablished points of view that we
argued with was that gold solubility is actually decreasing a high
temperature — meaning that the
fluid can't carry much gold at that
high temperature," Dr Loucks said.
"Our technique allowed us to investigate temperatures hundreds of
degrees higher than in previously
published data."
The results indicate that gold is
able to dissolve in solution a million times more than previously
thought. This suggests that gold
dissolved in extremely hot fluids
(in excess of 600°C), travelled upwards towards the surface of the
earth where the cooler temperatures (200-300°C) cause the gold
to precipitate and form deposits.
The dissolved gold compound

that has this high solubility has
been found to contain four sulphur
atoms and seven hydrogen atoms
and can only be formed at high
temperatures and pressures.
"So things are actually falling into
place quite nicely. We are understanding more about the physical and
chemical conditions under which
various types of metallic compounds
form in nature," Dr Loucks said.
"As geologists we want to understand the processes that make things,
that make rocks. Whether they are
worth money or not, that's what we
do," Dr Mavrogenes said. "So anything like this that sheds light on a
process I find quite interesting."
There has been increasing intern a t i o n a l interest in the q u a r t z
sampling technique, first used at the
ANU in 1995.
"It is catching on big around the
world and there are lots of prominent
university labs who are moving into
this field quickly and our system is
the one they are imitating," Dr Loucks
said.

Optical illusion
sheds light on
brain function
BY JULIA VEITCH

An ANU scientist has developed an
optical illusion which helps to explain one of the ways in which our
brains might compensate for distortions caused by eye movements when
looking at an image.
The illusion was developed by Dr
Trichur Vidyasagar, a neuroscientist
in the Psychobiology Laboratory in
the Division of Psychology, together
with colleagues at the Department of
Neurophysiology
at
RuhrUniversity-Bochum in Germany and
reported in a recent issue of Nature.
'The brain's way of rehably detecting contours and objects when an eye
movement disturbs the images on the
brain's map may be a simple one which
does not even call for any precise calculations about the eye movement
itself," Dr Vidyasagar said.
"Unlike a long-exposure camera
film, when you move your eyes about
you don't get confusing streaks of light
in your visual field. That may be partly
due to a neural process called 'crossorientation inhibition', which could
prevent spurious perception of contours during eye movements. The
illusion demonstrates the existence of
such cross-orientation inhibition in human vision, after earlier studies on
animals had laid the foundations for
this concept.
"This same mechanism may help
in visual memory. If you watch something, then direct your gaze away,
then return to what you were watching, a neural trace of the object lets

you see it again more easily, helped
by release from inhibition from other
objects. This process is also revealed
by our new illusion."
The illusion is created by using
two highly contrasting images with
grey blank screens between them to
allow seeing the after-image. The
first is a windmill-like pattern consisting of black-and-white spokes
radiating out from the centre, which
move first in one direction then the
other. The second pattern is of blackand-white concentric rings that move
from the centre of the screen outwards and back toward the centre.
The patterns are cycled.
Surprisingly, after seeing the
rings, an after-image of the spokes is
seen on the blank screen and after
looking at the spokes (from the second cycle onwards) an image of the
rings is seen. These illusory images
can be seen at least 30 seconds after
the original pattern was shown.
"The scientific explanation follows from the existence of inhibition
between nerve cells that detect opposite orientations and the sudden
cessation of this inhibition from one
set of detectors leading to the
strengthening of the memory trace
left among the other set of detectors," Dr Vidyasagar said.
The visual illusion can be seen at
a link from <http://www.psy.anu.
edu.au/psychobiology/sagar.html>.
It is reproduced from an article in 3
June issue of Natures "Release from
inhibition reveals the visual past".
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Canberra School of Art students recently took to the forest to learn about the science, conservation and
management of trees to prepare for an exhibition of wooden furniture. In a project that involved Dr Phil Evans
(seated right) and Peter Beutel from Department of Forestry, Ian Guthridge (centre standing) and George
Ingham from the Wood Workshop in the Institute of Art and Mark Watt (seated left), from State Forests of NSW,
students were asked to use regrowth spotted gum in a piece of furniture — principally a chair — to prove that
the resource could be value-added.
FULL STORY ON PAGE 4
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Return to the population debate
H
I
have found the debate going on in
the Reporter about Australia's
population, {ANU Reporter! June:
"Our Population should be 30 million
by 2050") to be pretty one-sided and
short on justification. It is arguable that
our resource base matches Canada, but
our subtropical geographic setting and
fabulous biodiversity contrasts with a
biologically depauperate recently freed
polar desert next to a market of250 million rich consumers.
Few ecologists take seriously the
claim that Australia should deliberately aim at the highest feasible
population. The reason is obvious.
Every time they revisit their sites they
fmd further degradation of environments, species vanishing, the pressures
of an ever-growing human population
more and more obvious. They also
understand what many economists do
not: that there are strict limits to the
tolerance and the productivity of biological systems, such as we rely on for
food. And setting out for a target of 30
million now carries the likelihood of
far higher numbers far into the future,
a time depth perfectly familiar to ecologists but apparently unregarded by
short-term planners. Most of the arguments for population growth come from
mechanistically driven economists,
many of whom have been trained to

YC'S

think that growth is good and that the
environment is a free good that is always there to exploit since demand
creates supply. Yet many economists
disagree. Mr Colin Teese, a former
Deputy Secretary of the Department
of Trade has pointed out that three
first-world nations carried out an experiment in deliberately raising their
populations. All three, Australia,
Canada and the USA have gone backwards on the world table per capita
wealth. The Economist in January this
year featured the value in staying a
small nation.
Where economists and scientists
disagree, I believe the advice of scientists must take precedence, as it at least
represents the safer path. Quite apart
from the fact that economists are divided, there is the fact that standards of
proof are far higher in science. Several
recent books, such as The Fortune
Sellers and The Death of Economics,
have looked at the basis of economics
and found it shaky. Its empirical methods are comparable to those
(reluctandy) tolerated by scientists in
the days of the phlogiston theory; they
amount to Uttle more than measuring
the few economic phenomena that lend
themselves to measurement. As well,
its theoretical basis is dubious, since it
has been repeatedly shown that both

micro and macroeconomic models have
almost no predictive value: top economists have as much success in
predicting the future as tea-leaf readers.
By contrast. Professor Withers's
argument (as stated in the Reporter)
that Australia should let its population
blow out to 30 million because that is
what Canada has, can only invite derision. We need properly rigorous
arguments, not loose argument by analogy. I suspect that the reason why
Professor Withers wants us to be
Canada is because it is the only one of
the world's 200 or so countries with a
per capita immigration rate over the
past 20 years that is high enough to be
compared with Australia's. It may be
that Professor Withers's recent work
on the Housing Industry Association's
Immigration Report (the book version
of which was recently reviewed by Dr
Jupp in the Reporter) has got him used
to a polemic mode of thinking. I believe this is dangerous. Scientists who
take a commission to write a report for
a lobby group may fmd their integrity
comes under some pressure, but they
are unlikely to mis-state the boiling
point of water. In economics, where
nothing is certain and almost anything
may be asserted, the risks are higher.

Geoffrey Hope

YIEW

Striving for self-reliance
On 9 July the University Council issued a statement setting out guidelines
for planning the growth of the University and setting salary levels for staff.
They enable us to ensure that the
University is competitive in its salary
levels. We must adapt to an external
environment that places greater
emphasis on innovation and
commercialisation and ensure that our
commitment to fundamental research
can be maintained and enhanced. The
Government's Discussion Paper on
Higher Education Research and
Research Training has a consistent
theme — greater commitment to
innovation and commercialisation.
The University is at the crossroads.
We can carry on as usual, attempting to
limit salary increases. However, that
leads to genteel poverty and we should
have no illusions about that.
The alternative is to seize the
moment and acknowledge that our
salary levels should be competitive,
but that to be able to achieve this means
addressing structural issues. Our
options are stark — low salaries, or
embarking on structural and culture
changes enabling us to increase income
streams to contribute to salary increases.
It would clearly be foolish to rely on
increased revenue from government
grants. Self-reliance is the way to ensure
we control our fumre and are able to
remunerate our staff at the levels they
deserve.
The Council has charged me with
producing by 30 June2000 an academic
and financial plan for the University to
be implemented by not later than 1
January 2001 to sustain salary increases
and enable further increases in 2001
and beyond. It must include the
structural, policy and procedural
changes necessary to achieve a
sustainable balanced budget in 2002
and subsequent years. Council has
determined that after 1 January 2001

any further increased salary costs above
indexation must be met from income
from external sources such as tuition
fees and consulting and from changes
in award structures to improve
efficiency.
I will be ensuring that the entire
University has input into achieving
that self-reliance. Our unusually high
reliance on government grant funding
makes us more vulnerable than our
peers to the adverse effects of changes
in government funding policy. The
University of Sydney, for example,
draws only 52 per cent of its revenue
from Commonwealth government
grants. ANU draws 67 per cent. Some
of our peers draw as little as one third.
It is clear that we must become more
self-reliant if we are to maintain our
options to reward staff competitively.
The culture change required is
significant. Our traditional values have
been of looking to the needs of the
staff, a staff responsive to the needs of
their discipline and academic
colleagues, with a discipline focus. We
have rewarded for aggregate career
achievement and valued excellence,
individualism and commitment to
fundamental research.
To those we must add a staff looking
to the needs of the University,
responsive to the community and the
external environment and capable of
issue/problem focus. We must give
greater rewards for current performance
and add a commitment to relevance to
the community and the external
environment. We must place a new
emphasis on teamwork and
collaboration — not only internal but
also with other institutions in Australia
as well as abroad. Our commitment to
fundamental research must be
supported by a commitment to
applications, commercialisation and
consulting.
Our traditional values in leadership
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a n d
decisionmaking
are of devolution and autonomy, protecting
tradition, with a focus on staff and
decision-makers who interact
principally with their own staff and
who operate through consensus. To
meet the new external environment
successfully, we will need to develop
some new values embracing a strong
centrally coordinated strategic foci and
collaborative ventures. We will have
to respond to external change in a
timely manner and in a client-focused
way. Our decision-makers will have to
interact with their own staff and other
decision-makers University-wide. We
will have to add consultation and
participation to consensus.
These changes will requke good
will and commitment from all levels.
Council has agreed that the interim
costs of this approach can be met using
interest on capital but the
implementation date of 1 January 2001
is the maximum affordable time-span
before a return to balanced budgets and
the realisation of greater self-reliance.
Some capital items will have to be
deferred. The necessary restructuring
may lead to elimination or
amalgamation of some academic and
administrative units, or of units or
courses. Some staff or redundancies
may not be replaced.
We will develop ambitious targets
for Graduate Tuition Fee revenue,
postgraduate and undergraduate
enrolments, consultancy income and
external research funding. When
realised, those targets wiU enable us to
recognise and reward our strongly
contributing staff and develop our staff
with outstanding potential in
accordance with the aspirations of the
University.

Deane Terell
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ugh Oldham takes issue with
Jim Jupp' s review of the
recent Allen and Unwin book
by Castles, Foster, Iredale and Withers, on Immigration and Australia.
Among other things Mr Oldham
chides Dr Jupp for not discussing the
book's "interesting background"
{ANU Reporter, 5 May).
As an ANU contributor to the
book let me happily reiterate what
was public knowledge: that the report was commissioned by the
Housing and Urban Development
Council, project-managed by the
Housing Industry Association and
funded by a research grant to the
University of Wollongong, under
standard University protocols for
such funding.
That said, and being fully aware
of the intense politics in this area,
the authors obtained complete editorial autonomy, restricted their
task to literature survey only, excluded the policy literature anyway
and eschewed any policy analysis
or recommendation.
Even so, issues of residual potential bias in a survey of non-policy
studies by four different authors
were still discussed at length in the
text.
Explicit and prominent attribution of auspices was provided
upfront in the published volume.
Any readers of the book can
readily access the literature surveyed and can judge bias for
themselves. It is really rather hard
for authors in this situation to seriously fool anybody.
But
readers are encouraged to buy the book, compare it
with other works in the field (e.g.
Paul Sheehan, Mark O'Connor etc),
and judge for themselves any issues of bias in logic and evidence.
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ANU/ABC Radio 2CN Literary Events

LES HIDDINS best known as the Bush Tucker Man

will be the guest speaker at a literary lunch on

Wednesday, 11 August at 12.30pm at Rydges - Capital Hill.
Les will talk about his new book Explore Wild Australia with the Bush Tucker Man (Viking).
Enquiries

Public Affairs 6249 2229
Weekly Diary 6249 0742
www.onu.edu.au/pod
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Announcing...
the Sandwich Bar
has re-opened.
Back by popular demand!
A variety of sandwiches, roils, bagels, and
focaccias made to order.
Bottleshop/Sandwich Bar: 6249 5288.
Telephone orders welcome.
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Forestry trains student recruiters
BY TERESA BELCHER

An ANU department has joined with
the National Centre for the Public
Awareness of Science (CPAS) to help
train undergraduates to promote its
courses.
The recruitment program is a collaboration between Forestry and
CPAS to promote Forestry and Resource and Environmental Management (REM) degrees and draws
on the talents of Professor Mike Gore
of the National Science and Technology Centre — Questacon.
It is coordinated by Suzette Searle,
an ANU forestry graduate herself,
and current Masters student at CPAS,
who has been employed to complement ANU's overall recruitment
efforts by promoting forestry and
resource management careers to Year
12 students.
"We want to raise people's awareness of forestry and environmental
management — we want to raise
their awareness of what the degrees
are all about and more specifically
what these degrees at the ANU offer," Ms Searle said.
A new approach being trialed provides forestry students with training
in presentation skills.
"We are providing quality training for undergraduate students," Ms

Enzyme to
assist in
cancer cure
An enzyme that is responsible for the
growth and spread of solid cancer tumours has been successfully cloned by
scientists at the ANU's John Curtin
School of Medical Research (JCSMR).
The achievement of Professor Chris
Parish's group from JCSMR was announced in the July issue of Nature
Medicine.
The enzyme, "heparanase", enables cancer cells to escape and spread
throughout the body by breaking
down tissue barriers.
By understanding the role of this
enzyme, and being able to shut down
its action, the cancer cell's ability to
spread in the body is limited.
Prof Parish's group developed a
rapid test for heparanase, which helped
them to clone the enzyme.
They achieved this feat independently of an Israeli group, which also
purified the enzyme from other human
tissues.
'This is a key advance that will
provide a new target for anti-cancer
drugs," Prof Parish said.
Progen Industries Ltd, a Brisbanebased biotechnology company, has
funded the heparanase research at the
ANU for the past five years, during
which the group designed an anti-cancer drug called PI-88 that inhibits the
action of heparanase.
The University's business arm,
ANUTECH has licensed the rights to
the drug to Progen, and good results in
animals led Progen to commence Phase
I human clinical trials of PI-88 in
healthy volunteers in the UK earlier
this year.
A new $2 million deal will allow
ongoing research and development of
PI-88 and "second generation" drugs
using the knowledge gained through
cloning heparanase.
TERESA BELCHER

Searle said. "We are helping them to
improve their personal skills and
they're helping us to spread the word
around Australia about what the degrees offer."
"We see the students as being a
key element to the success of this
program because high school students are going to be much more
interested in listening to university
students than older graduates or
staff," Ms Searle said. "We really
believe our students are well worth
the investment of this time, this training, this effort, because they are our
ambassadors."
"It is a big concern for Year 12
students that a university degree is
expensive — they want to see a return on their investment," Ms Searle
said. "The big selling point for ANU
forestry in particular, is that forestry
graduates get jobs — generally twothirds of the students have secured a
job before, or within three months of,
leaving.
"As well as the excellent job prospects, we are raising students'
awareness of the diversity of jobs
available to graduates and the high
level of job satisfaction they experience. We are also suggesting that if
they are concerned about environmental problems, then these degrees

can help them be part of the solution."
In the short term, the recruitment
program will focus on Year 12 students in the ACT, Queanbeyan and
regional centres in NSW, who will
shortly be examining their options
for university study next year. This
will involve individual presentations
to schools and attendance at schools'
career and open days. In the long
term, the program will extend nationally and internationally.
Professor Peter Kanowski, Head
of Forestry, said he was very pleased
with the progress so far. "We have
been very heartened by the interest
of our students, by the number of
students who are happy to work in
that sort of partnership with us."
Canberra has been at the forefront
of forestry teaching since the Australian Forestry School was
established at Yarralumla in 1927,
and then absorbed into the ANU's
Department of Forestry in 1965.
Prof Kanowski acknowledged that
there had been a shift of science
popularity from environmental studies to information technology in
recent years. To adapt to these
changes, and provide flexibility. Forestry and Computer Science will
implement a joint Forestry-IT de-

gree from next year.
"There is very high IT awareness
in schools and I think people see the
job prospects there," Prof Kanowski
said.
"But we also need people to help
address environmental issues."
The department and the School of
Resource Management and Environmental Science has formed a
recruitment committee, which includes Sue Emmett, former
Education Officer of the Faculty of
Engineering and Information Technology (FEIT).
The committee has benefited from
Ms Emmett's successful recruitment
experience in FEIT and is also in the
process of designing new posters, a
fact sheet and brochure to catch the
eye of prospective students.
Dr Sue Stocklmayer, Deputy Director of CPAS, indicated that a
larger-scale program for student recruitment training is also planned.
"This was a flagship for a much larger
project planned for next year in which
Prof Gore's expertise will be used,"
Dr Stocklmayer said.
"I think that as a pilot it certainly
has indicated that this is something
that will go well and help the university in its overall aim of making itself
more widely known in the region."

Universities' ABS deal improves
researchers' access to data
BY SEAN DALY

Australian universities now have
unprecedented access to data from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) following a deal organised by
the Australian Vice-Chancellors'
Committee (AVCC).
Under the new agreement, which
resulted from a campaign by University researchers including those from
the ANU's Research School of Social
Sciences
(RSSS),
all
participating universities will have
access to Australian household survey data.
The agreement will allow universities to obtain access to the ABS's
"Confidentialised Unit Record Files"
— or CURES — which contain the
unidentifiable record data from most
of the main ABS social and labour
household surveys.
Twenty-eight universities have
agreed to join the scheme and each
will contribute to the annual $ 172,00
payment. Under previous arrangements data sets had to be purchased
individually and for many academics this made access difficult.
With the new agreement, participating universities can now access as
many data units as they need for less
than the previous cost of a single
unit.
Some of the data sets to become
available under the agreement include: national literacy, families,
housing, childcare, and care for the
disabled and the elderly, household
expenditure, income distribution, labour mobility, national health and
nutrition, and education and training
experience.
Negotiations for the deal started
in 1997 after Professor Bruce
Chapman, Director of the Centre for
Economic Policy Research in RSSS,
sponsored a visit to Australia by Dr
Ging Wong, Director of Human Re-
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IN BRIEF
The annual ANU Chess Festival, which
has been running since 1993, is being
held this week. The festival, the biggest in Australia, has attracted
International Master Dr Ben Martin
and current ACT Champion for simultaneous chess matches, Dr Andrey
Bliznyuk. The event is organised by
the ANU Chess Club, and included last
weekend's National Computer Chess
Championship, the primary and high
school championships today and tomorrow, the University Co-Op
Bookshop Simultaneous Match in
Garema Place on Friday and the ANU
Open this weekend at Fenner Hall,
Northboume Avenue. Vice-Chancellor Professor Deane Terrell will open
the event on Saturday morning. ACT
Chief Minister, Kate Camell, will
present prizes — including the $ 1,000
first prize — on Sunday evening.
The Tim Matthews Memorial Student Postgraduate Award, for study
and research in America, has been
boosted with increased sponsorship
from the Victorian WorkCover Authority. The award, jointly sponsored
by the Fulbright Foundation, is now
valued at $50,000. It is open to those
in the fields of economics, econometrics, mathematical statistics,
actuarial studies, finance and applied mathematics. Applicants for
next year's awards are being sought.
For information contact the
Fulbright Foundation on 6247 9331.
Information is available from <http:/
/sunsite.anu.edu.au/education/
fulbright>.

PEOPLE
The ANU's Pro Vice-Chancellor
(Administration), Mr Chris Burgess,
has been confirmed as a Director of
both UniSuper Limited and UniSuper
Management Pty Ltd. These companies act respectively as the trustee for
Superannuation Scheme for Australian Universities (SSAU) and as
administrators to both SSAU and the
Tertiary Education Superannuation
Scheme (TESS). SSAU was established in 1983 to provide
comprehensive and portable superannuation benefits to all Australian
university staff. At the end of 1998,
Photo: Darren Boyd, Coombs Photography
SSAU had nearly 48,000 contribuEasy access: A VCC Executive Director, Stuart l-iamiiton; Vice-Chancellor, tors, held net assets of some $5.4
Prof Deane Terrell, and ABS Deputy Statistican, Ted Skinner, at the officialbillion, and achieved an annual surplus in 1998 of $ 120m (bringing the
announcement of the deal.
accumulated surplus to $830m); this
sources Development Canada, a sen- the deal this month ANU Vice-Chan- followed an annual net return of
12.8% for the year.
ior bureaucrat keenly involved in cellor, Professor Deane Terrell, said
the agreement would enhance the
social science research.
Dr Wong explained to ANU aca- research capacity of social research- Professor James Fox has been apdemics and ABS senior officials the ers throughout the country and pointed the new Director of the
Canadian system for giving univer- provide long-term benefits to the Research School of Pacific and
Asian Studies (RSPAS). Professor
country's research and teaching.
sities access to data.
AVCC Executive Director, Stuart Fox has an AB (Summa Cum
Prof Chapman said that while Dr
Wong's visit was instrumental in the Hamilton, said the AVCC was very Laude) from Harvard University,
changed arrangements, input from happy it was able to achieve an out- a BLitt and a DPhil in Social Anmany others were important both be- come that represented a "win-win thropology from Oxford Unifore and after. He said that Dr Roger situation" for everyone involved. Mr versity. He is a member of The
Jones, then Director of the Social Sci- Hamilton said the deal reinforced the Royal Netherlands Academy of
ence Data Archives of RSSS, and acheivements that could be made Sciences and the Academy of the
members of the Australian Consor- when universities acted as a national Social Sciences in Australia.
tium for Political and Social Research unit.
Incorporated, had set the scene for
ABS Deputy Statistician, Tim Professor Anna Wierzbicka was
changes of the type introduced. Prof Skinner, said the deal was a positive elected a foreign member of the Russian Academy of Sciences last month.
Ian McAlhster, Director of RSSS, was step for the Bureau.
also critical in keeping the reform proc"Lack of access had led to the Prof Wierzbicka holds the personal
ess on track in 1997 and 1998.
underutilisation of Australian data chair in Linguistics in the Faculty of
Over the next two years the ANU and Australia has been poorer as a Arts at ANU, and received the 1996
Humboldt Prize. She has recently
and AVCC continued discussions result," he said.
He said the ABS was planning to published two books, Language,
with ABS officials to introduce a
offer an Internet data dissemination Mind and Culture, and Semantic
similar system in Australia.
Universals.
At the official announcement of service in the near future.
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Gemini project
gives boost to
ANU astronomy
B Y TERESA BELCHER

ANU scientists now have access to
one of the largest telescopes in the
world after the official opening and
dedication last month of the Gemini
North telescope in Hawaii, attended
by Director of the Research School
of Astronomy and Astrophysics
(RSAA), Professor Jeremy Mould.
Gemini North is one of two telescopes to be built by an international
partnership of seven nations, including Australia, which is a 4.8 per cent
share partner. Its twin, Gemini South,
is under construction on Cerro
Pachon in northern Chile. Other partners include the USA, the UK,
Canada, Chile, Brazil and Argentina.
The Gemini telescopes incorporate
new technologies that allow each telescope's 8-metre diameter mirror to
collect and focus starlight with extraordinary precision. Together, the
telescopes will enable exploration of
the entire northern and southern skies
in optical and infrared light.
"These are the largest telescopes

Australian astronomers have guaranteed access to, and they are located
at sites that are much superior to any
within Australia," Dr Gary Da Costa,
Australian Gemini Project Scientist
from RSAA, said.
"The observations will help Australian astronomers make major
advances in answering questions
about how stars and planets form, the
structure of the Milky Way and other
galaxies and the age and evolution of
the universe."
Gemini North is expected to start
scientific operations by mid-2000 and
Gemini South about a year later.
Australia participates in Gemini
through the Australian Research
Council that — with the Department
of Education, Training and Youth
Affairs - has contributed $17.9 million to the p r o j e c t . S c i e n t i f i c
involvement is supported by the
ANU, the Universities of Sydney,
Melbourne and New South Wales,
CSIRO's Australia Telescope National Facility and the A n g l o Australian Observatory.
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Dr David Foster, Austrahan author and
winner of the Miles Franklin Award in
1997 and the James Joyce Award in
1996, will be Guest Speaker in the
"Books in My Life" series tonight at
University House. The evening will
start at 6pm with drinks, 6.30pm dinner (cost $20) and 7.45pm speech. To
book contact Lynn North on 6249 5271.
For further information contact Colin
Steele on 6249 2003.

\

V

Mohsen Aminzadeh, Deputy Foreign Minister of Iran, will deliver a
seminar, ^"New Developments in
Iran's Foreign Policy'', in The Mills
Room, 4th Floor, Chancelry, East
Road, ANU at 4pm tomorrow, 22
July. Contact the Centre for Arab
& Islamic Studies on 6249 4982.

Photo: Darren Boyd, Coombs Photography

Major General Sitiveni Rabuka, former Prime Minister of Fiji and
currently the Commonwealth Secretary General's Special Envoy to the
Solomon Islands, was at the ANU this month as a Senior Pacific Islands
Visitor attached to the Centre for the Contemporary Pacific (CCP).
During his visit, General Rabuka gave two well-attended seminars on his
work in resolving the crisis in the Solomons and on current political
developments in Fiji. General Rabuka, Fijian Prime Minister from 1992
to 1999, was defeated in recent elections held under a constitution
based substantially on a review report co-authored by CCP director,
Professor Brij Lai.

Dr Meredith Burgmann will present a
lecture in the Senate Occasional Lecture Series on Constructing Legislative
Codes of Conduct at 12.15pm Friday
23 July at Parliament House in the
Main Committee Room. Enquiries to
Rebecca Fames on 6277 3074.
Sarah Jenkins, PhD Scholar, Sociology, RSSS, will present a seminar on
"Public Service and Restructuring",
tomorrow22 July 2-3.30pm, Coombs
Building. Enquiries to Dr Anni
Dugdale, Sociology Program, RSSS
Seminar Convenor, on 6249 3342.

Art students cover new ground for woodwork exhibition
By Teresa Belcher
Canberra School of Art students
recently took to the forest to learn
about the science, conservation and
management of trees to prepare for an
exhibition of wooden furniture.
In a project that involved Dr Phil
Evans and Peter Beutel from Department of Forestry, Ian Guthridge and
George Ingham from the Wood Workshop in the Institute of Art and Mark
Watt, from State Forests of NSW, students were asked to use regrowth
spotted gum in a piece of furniture —
principally a chair — to prove that the
resource could be value-added.
"As far as I'm concerned, the full

potential of high-density eucalypts for
value-added products hasn' t really been
fully explored in the modem era," Dr
Evans, Reader in Wood Science and
Forest Products in the Department of
Forestry said.
The chair design revolved around a
process known as steam bending. "The
problems with using eucalypts for furniture are that they are very difficult to
dry and glue," Dr Evans said. "If we cut
the pieces into thin sections, we overcome some of the problems in drying,
and if we steam them as part of the
bending process, we accelerate the drying process too."
Dr Evans assisted in funding the

visit of David Colwell from the UK
who initiated the project and spoke to
the group about his business experiences with a similar venture in Wales.
Mr Colwell has taken a local wood
resource (European ash), used local
unemployed people and very low technology to produce quality high-value
furniture products.
State Forests of NSW were also
involved in the process. They provided
the spotted gum logs and also accommodated students on a field trip to
south coast of NSW. "The students
came down to visit a harvesting site
where timber is sourced and looked at
on-site management and the planning

involved in sourcing of timber," Forester, Mark Watt said.
"It was good to integrate the whole
process and know what it is that you are
working with," second-year Diploma
of Art (Wood) student Nico Kelly said.
This collaboration has been encouraged by the A N U ' s Centre for
Engineering and Science Material
(CESM), an idea of Vice Chancellor
Dean Terrell, to bring together different sectors of the university that work
in materials.
Dr Evans believes that future
projects could see the collaboration of
the Institute of Arts with other ANU
sectors such as the Faculty of Engi-

neering and Information Technology,
and the Faculty of Science.
"What sells a lot of modem technology these days is design, as it is
assumed that the engineering and material properties of a particular product
will be adequate," Dr Evans said. "In
my own case in the Department of
Forestry, we hope to increase our collaboration with the Institute of Art
Wood Workshop in the future. Their
students need some technology
andscience to fully explore the potential of high-density eucalypts for
fumiture and we see great benefits for
forestry in developing profitable highvalue end uses for eucalypts.".

1999 COUNCIL MEDALS FOR GENERAL STAFF EXCELLENCE
Five individuals and one team have
been awarded 1999 Council Medals
for General Staff Excellence.
The awards, to be given out in the
October Conferring of Degrees, recognise consistent and outstanding
performance at work in one or more
areas of the University: significant innovation in quality of service and/or
demonstrated improvement in work
practices arising out of the initiative of
the staff member/team; outstanding
service or contribution, beyond expectation or requirement, to enhancing the
University's work and/or study environment, and assistance in outreach to
the community on behalf of the University, or as an individual or team, in
a way which reflects favourably on the
University.
Twenty-one nominations were received for this year's awards — 18 for
individual members of the general staff
and three for teams. The selection panel
said it was especially pleased to receive the team nominations, the first
since the decision last year to consider
teams for the awards.
Panel members said they were en-

couraged by the high standard of the
nominations and congratulated the individuals and teams who were
nominated. The panel was also pleased
to note that a high proportion of the
nominations came from academic staff
— an indication of the strong working
partnership between academic and general staff at the ANU.
The winners of the awards were:
• Bob Cooper - Senior Photographer, Coombs Photography, Research
School of Pacific and Asian Studies:
Mr Cooper, who has been employed as
a photographer at the University for 30
years, was nominated for his commitment to improving his knowledge and
remaining at the forefront of an everchanging field. He is commended for
researching and developing more precise photographic methods, and in
particular for developing "a portable
and quick Macro Photographic Flash
system for photographing very small
objects".
• Ian G a i r - Security Officer, Security, Facilities and Services: Mr Gair
was nominated for his consistent and
extraordinary commitment to the Uni-
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versity demonstrated through his interest and participation in University
affairs and through industrial representation of staff, as well as for conduct
in his job, above and beyond the call of
duty. Mr Gair carries out his job as a
security officer, which is often a difficult one, with the highest skill, tact and
diplomacy.
• Christopher Marshall - School
Secretary, Research School of Social
Sciences: Mr Marshall has worked in
the position of School Secretary in the
Research School of Social Sciences
for over 11 years. He was nominated
for his consistent and absolutely outstanding performance in the role of
School Secretary and for his service to
the University community, in particular his role as secretary to the Karmel
Committee that reviewed the University's Senior Management Stmcture.
• Beverly Shallcross-Departmental Administrator, Philosophy, Faculty
of Arts: Ms Shallcross was nominated
for her consistent and outstanding perf o r m a n c e as an administrator,
demonstrated by the valuable advice
she provides to all students, her con-

cem for the problems of both staff and
students, her ability to find solutions to
administrative problems and her willingness to spend additional time, well
beyond the call of duty, to achieve
these outcomes. In addition, Ms
Shallcross' skills as an administrator
are highly valued by her nominators, as
is her commitment to the department,
demonstrated by among other things,
her contribution to Open Day.
• Kathy Smith - Senior Technical
Officer/Divisional Manager, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Faculty
of Science: Ms Smith, who has worked
in the Division of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology for the past seven
years, was nominated for "the enormous energy and initiative she has
demonstrated over this period through
instituting a range of procedures and
practices that have resulted in a dramatic improvement in a number of
different aspects of the Division's activities". One nominator stated: "The
Division of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology has benefited enormously
from Kathy Smith's initiative and energy. Her efforts have seen the Division

transformed in a number of respects
and I highhght in particular the revolution in laboratory safety practice, the
changed roles and consequent improved morale of the General Staff,
and the dramatic improvement and
expansion of the Division's Research
Facilities."
• Team Award: Owen Kershaw
and Mirosav Peric — Mechanical
W o r k s h o p , Research School of
Physical Sciences and Engineering:
Mr Kershaw and Mr Peric were nominated f o r their c o n t i n u i n g and
outstanding contribution to the constmction of world-class experimental
apparatus for physics research within
the School. They work closely together, with Mr Peric machining the
components and Mr Kershaw welding them. In the words of one of their
nominators: "Their work is so good
it raises the standard of what one
comes to expect." The list of their
achievements is extensive and includes projects for a large number of
staff within the School, in other areas
of the University, and for other organisations.
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REVIEW

Essays seek to probe Indian landscape

I

n "Ruminations and a Preview",
Debjani Ganguly recounts a journey to Shantiniketan, the creative, spiritual domain of the Indian
poet Rabindranath Tagore.
It is a pilgrimage of sorts, a homage
to this cultural deity of the Bengali
populace. Amid the busde of what is
largely a chaos-ridden trip to the Indian
homeland, this journey seems to hold
the promise of a moment's respite. The
writer is, however, disappointed when
the visit to Tagore's abode is delayed
but as compensation her host takes her
for a walk through the khowai instead.
This enticing scape does console her
as it beckons and offers reassurance.
Ganguly defines the khowai as "an
untranslatable landscape, a surreal expanse of crevices and undulations".
Indeed the word is not listed in the
useful glossary at the back of the book.
The khowai, however, proves to be an
apt metaphor to describe the Indian
subcontinent whose 50th anniversary
of
Independence
is
commemorated in the book. Unfinished
Journeys: Indian File from Canberra.
The text is a compilation of 16
essays which try to probe the physical
and imaginative realities of the space
of India, a landscape that defies easy
translation.

UNFINISHED JOURNEYS: INDIAN FILE FROM CANBERRA
Edited by Debjani Ganguly and Kavita Nandan
The Centre for Research in the New Literatures in English:
Flinders University of South Australia, 1998.

The volume is unique in many
respects but, perhaps most significantly, in the spaces that it traverses.
This is, as the subtitle declares, an
Indian file from Canberra. The contributors constitute an array of writers
residing in Canberra. As Ganguly
puts it: "We are all writers from Canberra: a world more distant and
different from India is hard to imagine." On first impression it certainly
seems a novel, almost whimsical,
idea to have a group of people in
Canberra write about Indian experiences but, on second consideration,
it is not an outlandish project. It
seems utterly valid and right that
writers from so far away, yet linked
emotionally and imaginatively to
India, should record, recount and create experiences both real and
imagined of a land that must necessarily be rendered in a mixture of fact
and fiction.
Apart from the vast, physical

space (i.e. Canberra-India) that the
narrative bridges, the book also
delves into factual and fictional
spaces. While India inhabits the imaginary in some chapters, she is a
lived experience in others. Yet most
of the essays interweave the factual
and fictional realms and both are
equally potent. As Bill Van Der Heide
asks in his chapter, "An Image, A
Story: India through its Films": "I
have been to India many, many times,
but only once have I touched its soil.
Does that make these other experiences of India any less valid, less
concrete, less complex or less contradictory?" The essays by Satendra
Nandan, Brij Lai, Kavita Nandan,
and Richard Barz are poignant pieces
which read like torn pages from a
diary or memoir. These chapters variously celebrate life and love in India,
anguish at the country's decay and
decadence or pay tender tribute to
family members who have lived or

Go surfing with Captain Cook
B Y T A N I A CuniNG
An ambitious new Web site called
the "Endeavour Project" will bring
Captain Cook's discovery of Australia and his Pacific Ocean
voyages to life for thousands of
Internet users, according to its
creators, ANU academics Dr Paul
Turnbull, David McDowell and
Chris Blackall.
The site, which is being developed collaboratively by the Centre
for Cross-Cultural Research, the
National Library of Australia, the
Canberra School of Art and the
State Library of New South Wales,
enables visitors to track Cook's
epic journeys in the Pacific as well
as contrast and compare the journals of Captain James Cook,
Joseph
Banks
and
John
Hawkesworth's published account
of the Endeavour^s first voyage
between 1768 and 1771.
The creators said the site would
also serve as an example of how
historians could harness Internet
technologies and the World Wide
Web for historical research, teaching and learning. It also provides a
unique opportunity to explore the
implications of using the new media

still live there. John Docker and Jos
Jordens tie in their consuming interest in and research of things Indian
with personal journeys of growth and
self-understanding. Docker's reflections of India prompt him to dwell on
his own Jewish roots whilst Jordens'
early fascination with the Bhagavadgita has led him physically and
intellectually on a "life's long journey from the Gita to Ghandhi".
These accounts are nicely balanced by other essays in the book
which explore the idea of the subcontinent and theorise on other
histories that flow alongside and from
the master narrative of India.
In "Within and Without History",
for instance, Stephanie Jones offers
a detailed analysis of M.G. Vassanji's
novel. The Book of Secrets, showing
how the text is a "reclamation of the
narratives of community structures"
which have been pushed to the periphery by both colonial and
post-colonial histories. Some of the
writers embark on mediated journeys, the intermediate agencies
ranging from film and photography
to pictures, paintings and dance.
Livio Dobrez's piece is an intriguing semiotics-of-place argument
which focuses on the pictograph site

of Bhimbetka in Central India. Linking petroglyphs with concerns like
identity and place, Dobrez draws interesting parallels between this sacred
Buddhist site and the Circular Quay
harbourside in Sydney.
The essays in Unfinished Journeys are grouped under different
sections which carry broad themes.
Indeed these groupings sometimes
appear rather arbitrary and some of
the pieces seem to have an exclusive
agenda. Yet all the stories share the
same backdrop — an elusive India
— and so each part flows effortlessly
into the next. An added bonus is the
various voices in the text and how the
distinct personalities and interests of
the authors come through in the
different essays.
Alongside these journeys into India — as in all good travel writing —
are journeys into the self. The interplay of experiences of self and of
India gives interest and depth to this
narrative. This, coupled with a variety of styles, lends the book to
diverse, stimulating readings on a
most fascinating space. Ultimately,
"the khowai engulfs you in its embrace".
Carol Leon
English Department, ANU

ANU Public lectures

The group chose the Cook
journeys because of the wealth of
narratives, visual imagery and
artefacts which resulted from
what in many ways were the first
sustained cross-cultural encounters.
"At one level that was a very
important reason for choosing
Cook and I think another reason
: s First PacHIc Voyage
was that Cook has always had this
iconographic status," Dr Turnbull
On site: Endeavour Project brings
Cook's journeys to a new audience. said.
"We felt it would be very interto understand the past while ad- esting to focus in on Cook to really
dressing the concerns of accuracy see how we could take a set of
narratives which everyone seems
and intellectual depth.
"The challenge for us is going to be quite interested in, and exto be developing scholarly stand- plore those in some depth to show
ards for the digital age and that's just how remarkable and complex
pretty much what the Endeavour those encounters really were."
To achieve that, the EndeavProject is all about," Dr Turnbull
our Project (which can be found
said.
"It has, as one of its major at <http://coombs.anu.edu.au/
intellectual goals, an exploration ~cookproj>) will also include narof voyaging in the late 18th and rative video and background
early 19th-century with a spe- information on particular culcial view to try and see how we tural events or gifts described in
might use new media to explore the journals.
in greater depth the richness and
complexity of the cross-cultural
encounters that occurred."

Dr Hanan Ashrawi, prominent Palestinian activist and former Education
Minister, gave a Public Lecture on
"The Middle East Peace Process" on
6 July in the Coombs Lecture Theatre. The lecture, organised by the
ANU's Centre for Arab and Islamic
Studies, was introduced by Professor Amin Saikal. About 230 people
including many representatives of
Canberra's diplomatic community
and the Vice-Chancellor Professor
Deane Terrell attended the lecture.
According to Dr Ashrawi, the peace
process has the support of the majority
of Palestinians, but now needs a major
act of will to overcome mistrust by
both parties. Dr Ashrawi emphasised
the importance of sovereignty to the
emerging Palestinian nation.

The mist that came down from the
Mediterranean sea blotted out the city
that Pilate so detested. The suspension
bridges connecting the temple with the
grim fortress of Antonia vanished, the
murk descended from the sky and
drowned the winged gods above the
hippodrome,
the
crenellated
Hasmonaean palace, the bazaars, the
caravanserai, the alleyways, the pools
... Jerusalem, the great city, vanished
as though it had never been. The mist
devoured everything, frightening every
living creature in Jerusalem and its
surroundings. The city was engulfed
by a strange cloud which had crept
over it from the sea towards the end of
that day, the fourteenth of the month of
Nissan.

It had emptied its belly over Mount
Golgotha, where the executioners had
hurriedly dispatched their victims, it
had flowed over the temple of Jerusalem, pouring down in smoky
cascades from the mound of the temple and invading the lower city. It
had rolled through the open windows and driven people indoors from
the winding streets. At first it held
back its rain and only spat lightening, the flame cleaving through the
smoking black vapour, lighting up
the great pile of the temple and its
glittering scaly roof. But the flash
passed in a moment and the temple
was plunged again into an abyss of
darkness. Several times it loomed
through the murk to vanish again and

Well-known American philosopher
Professor Richard Rorty spoke at a
Public Lecture on Friday 9 July, organised as part of a two-day seminar
by the Humanities Research Centre.
Professor Rorty discussed the rise of
analytic philosophy this century, describing it as an attempt to make

philosophy a science. His often amusing speech pointed out differences
between an analytical and a humanistic approach to philosophy, adding
that both approaches held value. The
lecture attracted over 200 people.
Professor Emeritus of Geography
from University College London,
David Lowenthal, gave an ANU Public Lecture entitled
"From
Cosmopolis to Culture Wars: A National Museums Saga" on Tuesday
13 July. The lecture, to over 260
people, was presented by the National Museum of Australia, the ANU
Centre for Cross-Cultural research
and the Australian Key Centre for
Cultural and Media Policy as part of
a three-day conference "National Museums. Negotiating Histories".
Professor Lowenthal outlined the
change in museums from private collections of exotica to national
repositories designed to make good
citizens and on to a more creative
institution that responds to the public.
ANTHONY STEEPER

WHO WROTE IT?

The NTEUproudly presents a public lecture:
UNIONS: Finding the Way
Forward
By
Greg Combet
Assistant Secretary, A C T U
in the Manning Clark 1 Lecture Theatre, ANU.
At 1pm, Friday 23 July 1999.
Inquiries: (02) 6249 2043.
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each time its disappearance was accompanied by a noise like the crack
of doom.
John Hutchingsfrom Fisher won last
issue's Who Wrote It, the opening
paragraphs of A Tale of Two Cities by
Charles Dickens (1812-1870). Thirtyfour correct entries were received
and one incorrect one.
Question setter
The first entry identifying the above
piece and its author, drawn after the
close of entries on Monday, 26 July,
will receive a $30 voucher from University House.
Entries should be emailed or sent to
the Editor (see Page 2 for contact
details).
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Growing strength in fieldworl< and training
The Faculty of Arts is very active in
research and research training in the
humanities, social sciences and the
study of languages. Research areas
covered include well-established
disciplines (archaeology, anthropology, art history, classics, European languages and cultures, history,
linguistics, literary studies, philosophy, political science, religious
studies and sociology) as well as
contemporary cross-disciplinary
fields of study (including critical
and cultural studies, film studies,
web studies, and women's studies).
Most members of the Facul-

ty's academic staff have internationally recognised expertise in their areas
of research; many are international
leaders and research output is high.
In 1998, members of Faculty published 45 books, mostly under the
imprints of international publishing
houses.
The Faculty's research is well
known to international audiences, not
only because of these publications,
but also through conference papers.
Last year, members of Faculty delivered research papers in 58 overseas
locations. We also organised 11 international conferences.

Contrary to a popular conception
of Arts research as cloistered and
bookish, a good deal of our Faculty' s
research involves fieldwork. Some
of this is done at different locations
in Australia; but a good deal is done
abroad in Europe, North and South
America, Asia and Africa. Last year
our researchers carried out fieldwork
in 18 overseas countries.
Concomitant with all this research
activity is the Faculty' s deep engagement in research training. We have
230 PhD students and 36 research
Masters students enrolled at present,
considerably more than any other

Faculty or Research School. Our
postgraduate students come from all
over Australia, as well as from countries as diverse as Bangladesh,
Canada, China, Fiji, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Kuwait, Malaysia, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea,
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Thailand,
the United Arab Emirates, the United
Kingdom, and the United States of
America. In all these ways, the Faculty of Arts is playing a proud and
active role in the international research community.

d

Paul Thorn
D e a n , Faculty of Arts

Philosophy department library
PhD student
receives portrait of namesake
studies role of
Ministerial aids
BY TANIA CUTTING

BY TANIA CUTTING

Ministerial advisers are crucial links
in the chain of government but do not
wield the excessive power or influence many people assume, according
to ANU PhD student Maria Maley.
Ms Maley, who has almost completed her PhD in the Political Science
Department, investigated the role of
ministerial advisers and their relationships to public servants and
ministers during the Keating years
from 1991-96.
Ms Maley interviewed 41 advisers and 23 ministers and public
servants who had worked with those
advisers during that period.
She found that advisers' roles in
government had grown significantly
and they had become institutionalised and accepted parts of the political
and bureaucratic landscape, but they
rarely possessed any independent
power.
"While some advisers had enormous influence, this was derived from
their minister, and many ministers at
the end of the Keating years were
very experienced," Ms Maley said.
"In fact, some of the ministers
were so experienced that they were
able to make a lot of use of their
advisers because they knew what they
wanted from them.
"It was a very productive arrangement but the ministers were very
much in the driver's seat."
According to Ms Maley, the adviser role had expanded in three key
areas — supervising departments,
policy making and coordinating
within government.
"Some of them had taken on a
strong role in supervising departments and had gained a lot of
administrative authority," Ms Maley
said.
"Secondly, their role in policy
making had grown and thirdly, coordinating within government and
that's something that really developed over the Hawke/Keating years.
"Advisers had become very important in coordinating within the
executive and resolving matters between ministers."
Despite the general acceptance of
the advisers' increasing responsibility, however, it did create tension
within the system as the public serv-

'Advisers had become
very important in
coordinating within the
executive and resolving
matters between
ministers../
ice struggled to maintain its policy
authority.
"The public service lost some of
its policy authority but not its policy
role as the advisers became a competing source of policy advice," Ms
Maley said.
"In addition to that, advisers were
bringing in advice from outside the
departments which may have competed with the advice the departments
were offering."
The tension was essentially a result of the advisers being the point
within the system where the political
and bureaucratic arms of government
met and so struggles over political
control were almost inevitable, Ms
Maley said.
Contrary to popular opinion, Ms
Maley also found that ministerial
advisers were not waiting in the wings
for the opportunity to step up into the
political arena.
"A lot of people have the impression that advisers are just politicians
in training but actually I found that
only a minority of people I interviewed were interested in a political
career," she said.
"Most of them had in fact decided, having seen what it took to be
a politician, that they weren't interested. They were much more
interested in being behind the scenes
and it also became possible to have a
career as an adviser."
Ms Maley said she believes the
advisers fulfill a crucial role within
government, enabling ministers to
be far more effective in their jobs, as
well as enabling a higher level of
engagement between executive government and the public service
bureaucracy.
"Overall their greater role can
contribute to the executive having
more political control and being better able to steer government which is
a good thing in a democracy."
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Students and staff in the Philosophy Department can now put a
face to the man whose name
adorns the departmental library,
after a recent portrait presentation by the former academic's
family.
Bruce Benjamin began teaching in the Philosophy Department
in 1952 as a temporary replacement for an academic on leave.
In 1955 he joined the staff permanently until he died of cancer
in 1963 aged just 38.
When
he
died,
Bruce
Benjamin's widow, Audrey, donated his entire collection of
philosophical books to the department to establish a Philosophy
library — the Benjamin Memorial Library.
One former colleague. Professor Quentin Gibson — now a
Visiting Fellow to the Department
— said the library has been a
fitting tribute to a man who inspired students and staff alike.
"I think Bruce was a very good
teacher and he was a highly likeable man," Prof Gibson said.
"He was very active around
campus and gave a lot of papers.
He didn't publish very much but
he wrote plenty — a very, very
nice man was Bruce Benjamin."
Prof Gibson was one of just a
few staff members at the recent
portrait presentation who had actually worked with or known
Bruce Benjamin.
Several family members including his four adult children
also attended the presentation,
which was initiated by Bruce's
brother Rodney and his son, Dr
Roger Benjamin, a Research Fellow
at
the
Centre
for
Cross-Cultural Research.
"We realised there wasn't any
information on Bruce, so my uncle and I decided to present an
image of a painting that Rodney
owns," Dr Benjamin said.
"Lina Bryans, a well-known
Melbourne artist around the Second World War and a very good
friend of Bruce's did the portrait
sometime in the year before his
death."
The Benjamin family and
friends also made a cash donation to the Library for the
acquisition of philosophy books
to renew the gifts of Audrey
Benjamin.

Photo: Stuart Hay, A N U Photography

Face to a name: Professor Quentin Gibson (left) and Dr Roger Benjamin
with the portrait of Bruce Benjamin.

BOARD OF THE
FACULTIES ELECTIONS
THE
AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

Nominations are being called to fill academic staff
vacancies arising in the membership of the Board of The
Faculties from 31 August 1999.

The closing date for nominations is 4.00 pm Friday 6
August 1999. Nominations should be addressed to "The Returning Officer,
Board of The Faculties Elections, Academic Boards Secretariat, Chancelry
(Room 208), Building 10, ANU".
Notice of the election, including details of the vacancies to be filled, eligibility to
stand for election and the terms of office, has been placed on University
Noticeboards and the web and sent to Departmental, Faculty and ITA Offices.
Enquiries may be directed to the Academic Boards Secretariat, Room 208,
Chancelry, (Ext. 4080; email <janet.bmce@anu.edu.au>).
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Historian recalls 'human lottery'

FACT FILE

BY TANIA CuniNG

FACULTY OF ARTS
DEPARTMENTS:

Archaeology and
Anthropology
Art History and Visual
Studies
Classical and Modern
European Language
English and Theatre
Studies
History
Linguistics
Philosophy
Politica Science
Sociology
CENTRES:

Centre for Arab and
Islamic Studies
Research Centre for
Linguistic Typology
Australian National
Dictionary Centre
Centre for Women's
Studies
PEOPLE:

In 1999 the Faculty has:
1,800 equivalent fulltime student units:
230 PhD students
36 MA (research)
58 MA (coursework)
88 Graduate
Diploma
13 Graduate Certificate
95 equivalent full-time
teaching and
research staff

An evocative new exhibit at the National Archives, which tells the story
of National Service in Australia from
1965-72, has a special significance
for its curator, ANU historian Dr
John Knott.
The display, created by Dr Knott
and called 'a human lottery' — National Service 1965-1972, is part of
a permanent exhibition on the people
and government currently on show
at the Archives.
Using photographs, letters, official government documents and the
actual barrel used in the first National Service ballot in 1965, 'a
human lottery' depicts a turbulent
time in Australian social and political life when the country was divided
over National Service and Australia's involvement in the Vietnam
conflict.
For Dr Knott the display holds
deep personal meaning. He was one
of the 804,286 men aged 20 who
registered for the 16 National Service ballots held between 1965 and
1972.
"This legislation touched a whole
generation — the baby boomers," Dr
Knott said. "It did not matter whether
you were called up or not. It affected
you, your parents, your brothers and
sisters, your friends — anyone who
knew you."
Dr Knott was among the 64,000
"nashos" eventually conscripted into
the Army. "One of the great difficulties is that I was a participant in these
events and now I am an academic
observer. I have to keep myself out
of it, but I cannot deny that it is a
subject about which I still have very
strong feelings."
Registration for National Service
began on 1 January 1965 with the
first ballot held in March that year.
All males whose 20th birthday fell

The Graduate School
THE
AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

Statistical Consulting Unit
C O U R S E S IN APPLIED
STATISTICS F O R R E S E A R C H E R S

A series of short courses/workshops is offered by the Graduate School.
The aim is to promote awareness of appropriate statistical practice,
and encourage sound statistical thinking. Courses will not require
sophisticated mathematical skills. This suite of courses is intended as
an introduction to modem statistical practice, discussing the complex
issues which arise when summarising and drawing inferences from
data.
Each day will consist of two 75-minute lectures in the morning,
beginning at 9.15am and concluding at 12.30pm.
• The Design and Analysis of Experiments (August)
• Critical Appraisal of Statistical Approaches Used in Scientific
Papers (September)
• Data Mining Insights and Issues (September)
• Analysis of Survival Data (October)
• Recent Developments in Statistical Modelling (November)
• REML Analysis of Multi-Level Data (November)
For further details of our courses contact the Graduate School
Website: <http://v^rww.anu.edu.au/graduate/scu/>
Enquiries: Christine.Donnelly@anu.edu.au
Registration: stats.course@anu.edu.au
Or contact: Graduate School
ANU
Canberra ACT 0200
Telephone: (02) 6249 5922
Facsimile: (02) 6249 4829

http://www.anu.edu.au/pad/theanureporter.html
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Number's up: Dr John Knott with the original Tattersaii's lottery barrel used to draw conscription candidates.
within a specific six-month period
were obligated to register with the
only exemptions being Aborigines,
serving members of the permanent
military forces and, prior to 1967,
non-British migrants. That selectivity was one of the factors, Dr Knott
believes, that lead to the overwhelming opposition to the ballot system.
"It turned out in the long run, to be
one of the reasons why it was so
disliked because people said: 'Well
why am I going and someone else
isn't or why isn't this burden being
shared equally?'"
Dr Knott believes that most Australians accepted conscription to
defend the nation in war, but the
Vietnam period was different because
it was the first use of Australians in
an overseas conflict in peacetime.
"Australia has a long tradition of
compulsory military training or conscription in wartime," Dr Knott said.

"People then, and I suspect still
today, would say yes to conscription to
defend Australia but not for overseas
military service in peacetime. Of
course, it could be argued that to defend Australia you have to serve
overseas".
The exhibit also includes a display on Private Errol Noack who
made history as a man of firsts. He
was in the first group of young men
to register for national service, he
was called up in the first intake, he
was among the first group to undergo
training, he was in the first batch of
national servicemen posted to Vietnam and on his first day in action he
became the first national serviceman
to be killed in Vietnam.
"The day the news broke students
from Adelaide University daubed in
red paint: 'His was not to reason
why' on the local war memorial and
they raided the Liberal Party offices

in Adelaide. There were also
protestors outside Harold Holt's
home in Melbourne. Right from the
moment of his death Noack became
a powerful symbol of opposition to
the war and to conscription," Dr Knott
said.
According to Dr Knott, who is
researching a history of National
Service and the Vietnam War, Private Noack is the missing link.
"People either write about conscription and the protest movement
or they write about the war. They
tend to treat them as separate subjects when really they are deeply
connected," Dr Knott said.
"It occurred to me that Noack
links them all. Errol Noack is a window that allows me, as a historian, to
explore interesting things about that
very traumatic time in our recent
history."

ANU links with world's oldest university
BY TANIA CUTTING
The ANU has established a formal
link with the world's oldest university, Bologna University in Italy,
after an exchange agreement between the two institutions was
finalised last month.
Bologna University, which was
founded in 1088, is in the centre of
the city in Italy's Po Valley.
With 100,000 students it is one
of Italy's largest universities. It
has 17 faculties: Agriculture; Cultural and Conservation Studies;
Economics; Education; Engineering, Foreign Languages and
Literature; Industrial Chemistry;
Law; Literature and Philosophy;
Mathematics; Physics and Natural Science; Medicine; Pharmacy;
Political Science; Psychology;
School of Modern Languages for
Interpreters and Translators; Statistics and Veterinary Medicine.
The agreement with the ANU,
which was two years in the making, paves the way for two students
from each university to study overseas each academic year. Convenor
of Italian Studies at ANU, Ms Piera

Carroli, who played an integral
role in organising the exchange
along with Dr Mary Varghese from
the International Education Office, said that, despite the time it
took to reach a final agreement, it
still generated a great deal of excitement among students and staff.
"It's a big first and I'm very
excited about how everything has
progressed. It's taken two years
but finally everything seems to have
worked out perfectly," Ms Carroli
said.
Discussions for the exchange were
initiated in August 1997, during a
visit to the ANU by the Rector of
Bologna University, Professor Fabio
Roversi Monaco. At the time, ANU
did not have an exchange with an
Italian university and Ms Carroli
was very keen to establish a link to
Bologna's 911-year old university.
"I was very keen on Bologna
because I spent a year there when
I was doing my Masters and I also
went to high school in Bologna,"
Ms Carroli said.
"I know it really well, so I could
tell the students what it's like and

about the advantages and disadvantages so they can be prepared."
Aside from Ms Carroll's association with Bologna, there was
another factor helping to progress
the exchange negotiations. Two
ANU students were making big
names for themselves at Bologna
and making a distinct impression
on its Rector.
"He was very impressed with
both of our students, Patrick
Commins and Rachel Moseley, and
I think that had a great impact on
how things progressed," Ms
Carroli said.
Rachel Moseley in particular
had turned heads in Bologna, scoring perfect marks in her
Contemporary European History
course.
Ms Carroli expects the first Italian exchange students will arrive
in Australia early next year and
although they won't find the history or the medieval architecture
of the famous Bologna campus nor
perhaps its food, she has no doubt
the ANU will still leave an indelible
impression.
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OPINION

Research funding green paper is sliort on ideas

T

he Discussion Paper on funding of Australian university
research, released this month,
proposes a fundamental change in
the role and nature of university research which, if carried through,
could have far reaching consequences
for Australia's capacity to develop
new knowledge and maintain its economic competitiveness.
While acknowledging
the
strengths of Australian university
r e s e a r c h and its s i g n i f i c a n t
achievements
in
terms
of
international recognition and through
its contribution to Australia's economic,
social
and
cultural
development, the Discussion Paper
identifies what it sees as serious
deficiencies in current f u n d i n g
arrangements. In particular, it argues
that achievements in basic research
have not been matched by success in
commercialisation — in gaining the
economic benefits which the new
knowledge generates. The Paper
seeks to address this problem by
shifting the emphasis of university
research activity from basic research
to research with direct commercial
applications.
There can be no argument that
Australia should be seeking in every
way it can to gain economic benefits
from the research achievements of
its own universities (and from those
of other countries). The important,
often vital, role that universities play
in this process is not at issue.
However, it proposes that funds

The Government recently released its long-awaited green paper on funding of university research. Vice-Chancellor,
Deane Terrell, examines the proposed changes outlined in the paper and their implications for the AND.
provided for university research and
research-training infrastructure
should be diverted, through the new
incentive mechanisms, to support
industry-oriented research. The Paper
does not attempt to examine the extent
to which this is happening already.
Indeed, it fails even to note that
currently one-third of external
research f u n d i n g in Australian
universities comes from industry and
other non-Government sources.
The
approach
adopted
successfully in many countries is to
e n s u r e that the c o m m e r c i a l
environment, the taxation system and
the
government
regulatory
mechanisms are all conducive to the
generation of venture capital and to
the development of entrepreneurial
business cultures. In this way,
industry benefits f r o m the new
knowledge generated by universities,
while universities concentrate on
what they do best — maintaining the
flow of new knowledge and the
training of the next generation of
researchers.
The Discussion Paper acknowledges the role of these factors and the
success of the Cooperative Research
Centre and Strategic Partnerships with
Industry — Research and Training
programs in linking university research
with industry involvement in
innovation and commercialisation.

FOR SALE
MOUNTAIN BIKE: Front and rear
suspension 'Specialized FSR Extreme'
98 model, many extras, new $3,000 sell
$1,600; Contact Richard on 6249 2395
work or 6258 4622 home.
BOAT: 10ft painted aluminium dinghy,
carpet, registered, 1997 model 8Hp
motor as new, $1,700 ono; Contact
Steve Dempsey on 6249 2771 work or
6231 0890 home.
NINTENDO 64: Game console and
game 'pilotwings', box, warranty, vgc.,
$20; Contact Aaron O'Neill on 6249
5004 work or 6288 4021 home.
APPLE LASERWRITER: 12/640 with
duplexing unit, $1,600; Contact Stephen
Matthews on 6258 9060 home.
MAC POWERBOOK: Maclntoshl70
notebook computer, $250; Contact Jim
on 6257 4692 home.
PALMTOP PC: Hewlett Packard
Jornada 820 H/PC Palmtop PC -16MB,
brand new, still in the box. See http://
www.hp.com/jornada/tour/desk.html,
$1,400 ono; Contact Ian Crawford on
email: ian.crawford@ea.gov.au
CAMERA: Nikon 6006 SLR camera, all
modern conveniences, paid $ 1,400 sell
$800; Contact Jim on 6257 4692 home.
DINING FURNITURE: Dining table, 4
chairs, coffee table set, black, excellent
condition, $370 ono; Contact Mark on
6231 4654 home.
FURNITURE: All furniture from 2
bedroom unit incl. beds, tables, chairs
etc, $ negotiable; Contact Keith Potts on
6249 5866 work.
BED: $380; Contact Jim on 6257 4692
home.
BEDS: Pine bunk beds, $150; Contact

operating grants, a proportion similar
to that envisaged in the Discussion
Paper. The RAE is used to target the
f u n d s into the best p e r f o r m i n g
university departments in terms of
internationally competitive peerreviewed research outcomes. To
varying degrees, the systems used to
fund university research in other
countries reflect similar emphases.
The other new policy thrust
proposed in the Discussion Paper is to
enable research students to choose the
most suitable environment to undertake
their research program. This is to be
applauded. However, it is not clear that
the Discussion Paper's proposals, in
their current form will succeed. The
condition that tuition scholarship
holders will only be able to move their
scholarship to another institution after
they have completed a year's full-time
study effectively eliminates mobility.
Moreover, it is difficult to see how
the objective of locating research places
in the optimal research training
environments will be assisted by the
formulaproposed for doing this, lacking
as it does, any direct measures of
research training capacity and research
quality. Questions remain about how a
workable transition could be achieved
from the current load targets to formulabased allocation and ultimately to a
student choice model.
In relation to the Australian
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However, there is no reference to the
February 2000 National Innovation
Summit, a major Govemment initiative,
which has the objective of improving
Australia's innovation capacities. Other
countries have been successful in
funding the commercialisation of their
research by stimulating their capital
markets and motivating industry. Why
should Australia attempt an approach
that has been abandoned by countries
including UK, Japan and South Korea?
The Discussion Paper proposes that
the shift in emphasis from basic to
applied research should be achieved
by changing incentive structures in the
funding mechanisms. Currendy the
formulas used to allocate infrastructure
funding through the Research Quantum
and to distribute research training
stipend scholarships (Australian
Postgraduate Awards) contain
significant components that reward
research excellence, most notably the
double weighting for success in peerreviewed national competitive grants.
By removing this extra weighting and
by expanding the definition of researchrelated income the excellence
dimension in block funding mechanisms would be largely eliminated.
Such a development would be in
sharp contrast to trends in other
countries. In the United Kingdom, the
Research Assessment Exercise (RAE)
is used to allocate some 20 per cent of

Research Council (ARC), the Paper
recognises the value of current
arrangements and the benefit of
consolidation rather than radical
restructuring. With an enhanced
strategic role, an updated advising and
management structure and a strengthened emphasis on peer-review
processes, the new ARC should make
a strong contribution to the future
success of Australian research.
Taken overall, the Discussion
Paper's proposals involve substantial
changes to the allocation mechanisms
and incentive structures for 20 per
cent of operating grant funding. This
can only add to the level of
uncertainty institutions face in their
budgeting at a time when they are
under severe financial pressures from
government cuts and enterprise
bargaining.
The Govemment can continue to
pursue a policy of treating education
and research as important, but not of
overwhelming importance to our future
competitiveness. Or it could choose to
exploit the bioscience and information
science revolutions and to develop high
innovation industries by investing
additional funds in basic research
allocated competitively on the basis of
excellence.
The issues of funding and the role
of basic research are of critical
importance to our future status and
prosperity as a nation. It is vital that
they are thoroughly canvassed in the
debate that the Discussion Paper has
started.

Gill Taylor on 6241 1029 home.
BEDROOM FURNITURE: Dressing table.
5 drawers, mirrors, stool, $80; Contact Mark
or Louise on 6231 4654 home.
MATTRESS: Double bed mattress, good
condition, FREE!; Contact Samantha
Enfield on 6279 8935 work or 6241 8714
home.
FORD PROTON: 1995 hatchback, top of
range, 12 mths reg. $11,500 neg; Contact
Viv Waller on 6249 4273 work or 6248 0196
home.
HOLDEN ASTRA: Hatch SLX '87, auto, a/
c, p/s, Dec.rego, exc.cond, 1 owner, $5,100;
Contact Elza Sullivan on 6248 0126 home.
HOLDEN TORANA: 1975 model, 3.3L
sedan auto. Goes well, $700; Contact Kerrie
Scott on 6212 3616 work or 6248 6653
home.
DAEWOO CIELO: 1995 model, 5 door
hatch, exc. condition, 12 mths rego, $7,800;
Contact Ross DeVere on 6258 2486 home.

NOTICES
METROPOLIS: An ANU Theatre Studies
Honours Production. An experimental silent
play. 21 July - 5:30pm, 22 July - 1pm &
5:30pm, 23 July - 1pm. $2 Donation. ANU
Drama Lab. For more information, contact
Natasha Mitchell on 6267 5109 work.
FREE CLEAN FILL: Collect anytime, 8
Yumba Ave., Ngunnawal, free; Contact email:
Anthony.Bettanin@anu.edu.au or 6270 3265
work or 6253 8772 home.
WANTED TO BUY
LAWNMOWER: 2 (preferred) or 4 stroke,
working; Contact email: <cookproperty
@hotmail.com>.
SKIS: X-country skis and boots to suit small
lady; Contact email: <Anthony.Bettanin
@anu.edu.au> or 6270 3265 work or 6253
8772 home.
TO LET
COOK: 3 Bedrooms, fully fumished &
equipped, gas heating, close to shops and
transport, $210/wk. Contact Ken Baldwin on

t

6249 4702 work or 6295 1562 home.
AINSLIE: Corroboree Park, 3 bedroom,
heritage house, beautifully restored, central
heating, fully fumished, available 15 Sept 1999
to early July 2000, $250/wk. Contact Roe on
6249 2432 work or 6247 6514 home or email:
Richard.Eves@anu.edu.au
WANTED TO LET
TURNER/O'CONNOR/LYNEHAM:
Visiting UK academic requires 2-bed house/
flat, mid-Sept-mid-Dec, rent neg. Contact
Marilyn Popp on 6249 0168 work.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

QUEANBEYAN: 3 bedroom, split level w/
ensuite, in a quite cul-de-sac with views of hills
and city, full gas heating, $167,000. Contact
Peter or Bronwyn on 6249 3831 work or 6297
8184 home.
DENHAMS BEACH: 3 bedroom, 2
bathroom, double storey townhouse facing
east, adjoins reserve, views to Tollgate Islands,
50 metres from Denhams Beach, $255,000.
Contact Fay Thwaites on 6282 2925 home.
HOLIDAY RENTALS
MOSSY POINT: 3-br house, excellent
position, close to beach, sleeps 6, fully
equipped, $50 /day. Contact Ben Jenkins on
6249 5596 work or 6285 0176 home.
LONG BEACH: Holiday house, easy access
to beach, sleeps 6, $250-$400/wk- seasonal;
Contact Gillian Malbon on 6288 4998 work or
6249 4617 home.
MALUA BAY: 2 Bedrooms,5 minutes from
beach and shops, $450/week. Contact John on
6241 9971 home
MORUYA HEADS: Townhouse, private
bushy outlook, short walk to lovely beaches,
sleeps 6, $200-$400 /wk seasonal. Contact L
and I Keen on 6249 3662 work or 6248 0015
home.
BROULEE HEADLANDS: Smdio + two
bedrooms, 2 baths. Sleeps 8. Bush and garden
setting, secluded. Contact Kate Jacobs on 02
6943 2551.
BROULEE: 2- or 3-bedroom, 200m from
beach, variable $$$. Contact John Frezza on

B R O U G H T T O YOU BY:

6249 5903 work or 6286 4580 home.
SURF BEACH: Unit 11 Breakaway Lodge,
right on beach, great views. Contact Wendy
and Dave on x4460 work or (02) 4471 3522
home.
BAWLEY POINT: Holiday cottage, secluded
bush setting, short walk to beach. Contact Pat
Walker on 6251 3136 home.
BEACH COTTAGE: Rosedale, NSW, with
sea views, native bush, verandah, 2 BR, SC,
sleeps 4, non-smokers only. Contact Roma
Fisher on 6295 9067.
MYSTERY BAY: NaroomaA^ilba region. 2storey house, close to beach, beside National
Park, 3br/2 bath. Dec-Jan, $550pw, other times
$350pw. Contact 6251 1467.

SERVICES (THIS SECTION IS FOR ANU
COMMUNITY ADS ONLY)

SPANISH PRIVATE TUTOR: Leam
Spanish! Individual tutoring and convertation
classes witii a native Spanish speaker.Rates
negotiable. Contact Ana Luz Glvez on 6279
9070 work or email: <algalvez@hotmail.com>.
SPANISH CONVERSATION GROUP: All
levels welcome, meets Tuesdays 5:30-7pm,
Uni. House cellar Bistro; Contact Maribelle
Young on email: <Maribelle.Young
@anu.edu.au> or 6295 1710.
TUITION: PhD student available to teach
English, History, Japanese, writing skills/ESL,
primary to tertiary/adult level, $25/hr
negotiable; Contact Greg on 6286 7613 work.
TOASTMASTERS: For better listening,
thinking and speaking and if you are worried
about public speaking come along and leam in
a friendly environment; Contact <http://
www.anu.edu.au/tm2>.
COPYWRITING/PROOFREADING/
EDITING: Contact Lisa Curtin on email:
<hsac@teknet.net.au> or 0408 650 765.
EDITING/PROOFREADING: DTP,
computer work, thesis assistance, a wide range
of computer based service; Contact A&T
Mettenmeyer on 6299 5547 work.or
<atm@netspeed.com.au>.
EDITING: For more information, contact
Narelle Radford on 6453 7209 or 018 485 664.
CAR POOL: This is a car pool for young
people. A great chance to meet new people and
save on travel costs; Contact Greg Daly on
6230 5533 work or 6291 4411 home.
CONTEMPORARY ACTOR TRAINING:

C A N T FIND W H A T YOU W A N T ? TRY THE
Thousands of ads updated each week at http://www.tradingpost.com.au/
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Adult workshops and individual coaching.
Enhance creativity, career, charisma
through intuition. Spolin techniques;
comedy improvisation; acting basics;
contact Margaret Forster on 6248 7280
work.
LATIN DANCE TUITION: Experienced
teacher - salsa, merengue, lambada and
Argentinian tango. Group classes Wed
nights, private classes by appointment.
Reasonable rates; Contact Sam on 6295
6924 or email <3224502@student.anu.
edu.au>.
BOOKBINDING: Theses, magazines and
joumals bound in hard covers. Textbooks
repaired or rebound; Contact Custom Craft
Bindery on (02) 6294 1997 or email:
<w .feldner@ effect.net. au>
HOME MAINTENANCE: Expert advice
& service on extensions, pergolas,
bathroom & kitchen renovations; Contact
John Milosis on 6241 9971 (after hours).
HOUSESITTER: For more information,
contact Ruth Davidson on 6257 1687 work
or 6241 5549 home.
HOUSESITTING: Young married couple
and dog available for long-term
housesitting (6 months +). Overseas
experience. Excellent references available.
Please contact Neil Pendergast and Johanna
Zellmer on 6257 1752 phone/fax.
HOUSESITTER: Housesitter available
from 1 October 1998 indefinitely. Will also
look after pets, gardens, etc. References
available. Contact Liz Watson on 6290
1307 home.
ALTERATIONS: For mending, ironing
and house-cleaning call Elisa on 6284
2141.
IRONING: $20 a basket, pick up &
delivery to ANU and Woden/Weston Creek
Area. Contact 0414 329 443.
IRONING: Do you need your ironing
done? $1.00 per adult clothing, 50c per
child clothing. Contact Jane Liu on 0410
583 838.
LANDSCAPE DESIGN: Recent graduate
in Landscape Architecture to give advice
and prepare plans for residential gardens;
Contact Deborah Purss on 6248 7597 work.
HORTICULTURIST: Creative landscape
design and construction. (Quality lawn
establishment and renovation. Efficient
irrigation design and installation.
References available. Contact Ian Peters on
0416 078555 or A/H 6247 0971.
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